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ONE TOUGH TUGGER
CONVENIENT OPERATION

REMOVABLE EYES

Operating accessories (E-stop, drum lock, rotary travel
limits, regulator, filter, lubricator) are all conveniently
mounted on the same side of the winch as the controls
so operator does not have to cross the wire rope path providing more convenient and safer operation

Lifting eyes are above the drum guard
and easily removable after installation
(if desired)

NEW WEDGE ANCHOR
Wedge style rope anchor allows easy, on-site
rope installation for either overwound or
underwound applications

LIGHTER FRAME
Welded steel frame - We’ve removed the
frame angles — further reducing product
weight

CONTROLS
Manual, Pendant or Remote control configurations
are all hold-to-run and come standard with E-stop

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

Support bars (1 of them) can be
removed after winch is installed to allow
for full 360° wire rope payout

New design achieves higher speeds with less air

RUGGED DESIGN
Meets ASME requirements B30.7 D:d ratio 21

HARSH ENVIRONMENTS

EASY MAINTENANCE
Reducer oil fill/drain points easily accessible without
removing wire rope

DNV TYPE APPROVAL

AUTOMATIC DISC BRAKE

DNV Approval to DNV OS-E101 drilling plants is
available upon customer request
Includes: High-strength materials Charpy tested
for use in -20° C (4° F) 3.1 Material traceability
Choice of emergency lowering devices

Spring engaged, air pressure released for
accurate load control per DNV specifications

OPTIONAL DRUM GUARD
Easily adjusted drum guard protects operators yet
allows visibility of wire rope

CE PACKAGE

Compliance with European machinery directive
2006/42/EC available upon customer request.
Includes: Single muffler, drum guard and travel limits.

SECURED FASTENERS
NORD-LOCK washers are used to lock
drive train fasteners in place
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360°

BIGGER PAYOUT
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Marine grade epoxy paint Stainless steel and brass pneumatic fittings
Fasteners coated with Magni 567 or are
stainless steel for ultimate protection in
harsh environments

2 YEAR WARRANTY
Industry-leading two year limited warranty

WORLD-WIDE
SERVICE CENTERS
Qualified service centers are strategically located
world-wide

Winona, MN USA
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Excellence
a reputation of

With over 65 years of varied experience and continuous research, development and testing, Thern winches and cranes
have established a worldwide reputation for toughness, versatility and reliability. Today, Thern continues its tradition of
excellence by providing standard and customized load handling equipment to leading companies all around the world. The
company offers lifting and pulling solutions to a variety of industries.

Bulk Handling

Construction

Oil & Gas

Defense/Government

Theatre

Utilities
Power Generation

Manufacturing

Mining

Water/Wastewater
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